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What Is in Your Smart Beta
Portfolio?
A Fundamental and
Macroeconomic Analysis
The demand for transparent, rules-based investing has been one of the
secular trends in the asset management industry over recent decades.
Within the passive investment arena, alternatively weighted—or smart
beta—strategies have witnessed remarkable growth and have amassed
over USD 497 billion 1 of assets in exchange-traded products alone.
In their broadest sense, smart beta strategies can refer to a swath of
strategies that are designed to provide access to a wide array of returnenhancing risk premia (or risk factors). Usually, return derived from these
factors is unaccounted for by the basic capital asset pricing model, which
embraces market beta as the sole measure of compensated risk. As of yet,
there is no agreement on a definitive list of these risk premia in academia
or in industry, and this remains the object of continued research and
discussion. We have therefore elected to focus only on those factors for
which empirical evidence exists to suggest that the factors may provide
risk-adjusted returns in multiple markets and over the long run; namely,
volatility, momentum, quality, growth, value, dividend yield, and size.
One may reasonably expect that methodologies for different indices that
target the same factors would be similar, and that any divergence between
indices would elicit interest in only academic circles rather than from
practitioners or investors. Yet, index construction techniques can be poles
apart. Where some techniques select a subset of securities with the most
demonstration of the desired factor, others elect to vary only the weighting
of the constituents within the entire universe so as to reflect the degree of
the targeted exposure the companies satisfying the factor criteria exhibit.
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A Global Guide to Strategic-Beta Exchange Traded Products, Morningstar, September 2015.
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Weighting schemes can also be dissimilar. Some approaches emphasize tradability by associating the
weighting scheme with market capitalization, while others weight by the intended factor exposure
alone. 2 These seemingly minute distinctions in index construction can lead to considerably
distinguishable portfolios that have differential drivers of risk and return and unequal exposures to
factor and sector biases. They can likewise have an effect on the macroeconomic environments in
which the portfolios perform, and this is a matter of particular importance in multi-factor portfolios where
a number of factors are blended.
In the light of this, we will review some typical strategies 3 that seek to track the more common factors
(i.e., those mentioned above) in the U.S. market in order to understand better the characteristics 4 of
these strategies. With the aid of a risk model, 5 Section 1 begins by examining both the primary and
secondary exposures, 6 the source of active historical return, and the risk of smart beta strategies used
to access the seven factors mentioned above. Then, Section 2 analyzes the macroeconomic
environments in which the various strategies outperformed. Finally, Section 3 undertakes the foregoing
analysis on four stylized multi-factor portfolios that are constructed based on a number of weighting
schemes.

SECTION 1: ANALYSIS OF SMART BETA INDICES’ SOURCES OF RISK AND
RETURN
Smart beta indices aim to focus on specific factor exposures, but many of them appear to have
unintended sector and factor exposures as well. This is not to suggest that these strategies produce
the majority of their return from untargeted exposures (e.g., small cap), but it highlights the fact that
where optimization is not used, it is possible that residual exposures to other untargeted factors remain.
This is also not to suggest that “pure” factor indices are somehow superior to “impure” ones, or that it is
a good idea to optimize indices until all the other secondary exposures vanish, even if that were
practicable. Ensuring a factor exposure to be as pure as possible through optimization may subject
investment portfolios to considerable model risk and may also require more frequent rebalancing, which
could increase transaction costs. Furthermore, investors may be comfortable with having exposure to
other secondary factors, especially those that could contribute to higher returns. For this reason,
whether one chooses to use purer factor indices would depend on one’s preferences and investment
goals. The important issue is that the various underlying factor and sector exposures in smart beta
indices are well understood because this is often the first step in understanding what the sources of
active return and risk may be. Exhibits 1a and 1b seek to show the fundamental exposures and sector
biases of typical smart beta strategies.

2

Asness (2006) and Bender et al. (2015) have argued that weights based on fundamentals are correlated with market capitalization weights
and can be viewed as market cap weights multiplied by the relative valuation of each security.

3

The analysis is confined to strategies that only select securities with the highest exposure to the factor under investigation. Clearly, different
weighting schemes or security selection can contribute to defining the characteristics of different strategies.

4

The aim of this paper is to study the characteristics of these strategies. While other issues (such as cost, turnover, and the most optimal
way to get exposure to these factors) are important, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

5

For details of the risk model used to conduct the analysis, please refer to Appendix 1.

6

The efficiency of smart beta strategies has been a much-discussed topic recently, as investors are mindful of the possible intended and
unintended exposures that are embedded in smart beta strategies.
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Exhibit 1a: Fundamental Exposures of Typical Smart Beta Strategies
Average Active Factor Exposures 7

Northfield
Factor
Return

How to
Average Factor Exposure of Each of the Strategies Relative to the S&P 500®
Northfield
Interpret
Factor
Factors
Positive
Return
Dividend
Volatility Momentum
Quality
Value
Growth
Size
Active
(Percent
Yield
Strategy
Strategy
Strategy
Strategy
Strategy Strategy per Year)
Factor
Strategy
Exposures?
Book-toPrice
Higher Value
0.21
-0.19
-0.38
1.05
0.64
0.02
0.29
-0.70
Ratio
RevenueValue
to-Price
Higher Value
0.09
-0.07
-0.01
0.88
0.37
0.03
0.79
1.42
Ratio
Earningsto-Price
Higher Value
0.23
-0.03
0.01
0.62
0.16
0.00
-0.14
1.76
Ratio
Dividend
Dividend
Higher Yield
0.52
-0.20
0.00
0.25
1.06
-0.30
-0.22
2.21
Yield
Yield
Trading
Higher
Turnover
-0.20
0.13
-0.02
0.16
0.05
0.38
0.27
0.19
Activity
Turnover
Relative
Higher
Momentum
-0.07
0.31
0.04
-0.18
-0.24
0.12
-0.02
4.66
Strength
Momentum
Higher
Earnings
Earnings
Earnings
0.09
-0.24
-0.23
0.37
0.71
-0.03
0.3
1.76
Volatility
Stability
Volatility
Earnings
Earnings
Higher
-0.22
0.20
0.14
-0.16
-0.43
0.33
-0.02
0.06
Growth
Growth
Growth
Price
Price
Higher Price
-0.45
0.15
-0.05
0.14
-0.04
0.32
0.37
4.70
Volatility
Volatility
Volatility
Financial
Debt
Higher Debt
0.20
-0.06
-0.21
0.25
0.49
-0.12
0.11
0.94
Leverage
Market
Larger
Small Size
-0.84
0.02
0.01
-0.73
-1.12
-0.26
-1.25
0.73
Cap
Market Cap
Higher
Market Risk Beta
-0.34
0.02
-0.06
-0.01
-0.18
0.16
0.02
7.38
Market Risk
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014. The volatility strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index, the momentum strategy is
represented by the S&P 500 Momentum, the quality strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Quality, the value strategy is represented by the
S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index with the dividend yield strategy is represented by selecting the 100 highest dividend yielding stocks from the
S&P 500, the growth strategy is represented by selecting the 100 highest growth companies from the S&P 500 and the size strategy is
represented by the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative
purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more
information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
Category

7

Active exposures are factor exposures that the strategy has compared to the benchmark. Factor exposures are scaled and can be viewed
as normalized z-scores for the factors in question.
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Exhibit 1b: Sector Exposures of Typical Smart Beta Strategies
Active Sector
Exposures
Volatility
Momentum
Quality
(With Respect to the
Strategy (%)
Strategy (%) Strategy (%)
S&P 500)
Consumer
-3.49
1.48
-0.63
Discretionary
Consumer Staples

January 2016

Value
Strategy
(%)

DividendYield
Strategy (%)

Growth
Strategy (%)

Size
Strategy
(%)

5.77

-1.61

1.70

5.86

7.49

0.12

8.51

-4.95

-2.48

-6.36

-2.83

Energy

-4.50

-1.26

-1.21

1.22

-3.34

2.56

-2.95

Financials

-0.29

-2.41

-12.30

16.52

4.59

-2.39

-0.63

Health Care

-4.80

2.02

8.95

-5.99

-10.00

-1.36

-2.67

Industrials

-0.04

-0.98

-1.50

-4.01

-3.32

-4.07

1.66

-14.74

4.27

4.26

-13.84

-15.14

10.08

-3.06

1.61

-0.64

0.92

1.15

3.46

1.25

4.37

Telecommunications

-2.74

-1.62

-3.45

-2.21

2.56

-1.47

-2.51

Utilities

20.65

-0.91

-3.54

6.34

25.27

-0.23

2.69

Information Technology
Materials

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014. . Data from December 1994 to December 2014. The volatility strategy is represented by the S&P 500
Low Volatility Index, the momentum strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Momentum, the quality strategy is represented by the S&P 500
Quality, the value strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index with the dividend yield strategy is represented by selecting
the 100 highest dividend yielding stocks from the S&P 500, the growth strategy is represented by selecting the 100 highest growth companies
on the S&P 500 and the size strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end
of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

1.1 Momentum, Growth, and Value: 8 Broad Agreement Over Definition
For some factors, there seems to be general industry agreement on their broad definition, and
momentum, growth, and value can be included among them. While strategies used to target these
factors may involve utilizing diverse financial ratios and may contain different nuances, these variations
tend to be minor, and they generally all seek to aim for the same characteristics. For instance,
momentum aims to obtain exposure to companies that have witnessed solid short-term performance,
whereas growth concentrates on companies that have experienced high growth, and value focuses on
stocks that trade below their “fair” value.
Because of this, one may surmise that strategies based on these factors should provide reasonably
pure exposure to the targeted factor, and yet our analysis shows otherwise. A case in point of this is
the value strategy, which, besides value exposures, also tends to be subjected to a variety of
“byproduct” exposures, and chief among them are small-cap and earnings volatility when compared
with the benchmark (see Exhibit 2). Perhaps more remarkably, although value represented the highest
exposure in the value strategy, it only appeared to explain 27.78% of total active risk. Market risk was
the second-highest exposure and constituted 16.78% of total active risk from 1994 to 2014. As for
return, value appears to have contributed 50.25% to the strategy, with size and market risk both making
significant contributions as well.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for both growth and momentum strategies. In regard to the growth
strategy, the earnings growth factor only accounted for 2.24% of benchmark-relative risk, while the
momentum factor fared slightly better but only made up 13.17% of the total active risk of the
momentum strategy.
8

For a full discussion of momentum, growth, and value factors, please refer to Appendix 2.
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Exhibit 2: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Value

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts are
provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding some of the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

1.2 Low Volatility: Optimized Minimum Variance or Simple Low Volatility?
Low-volatility strategies 9 have proved popular in recent years, as there is some evidence that they have
beaten market benchmarks on a risk-adjusted basis over the long term. Two common approaches are
frequently used to target this factor, one involving a simple selection of the least-volatile stocks (“the
simple low-volatility approach”) and the other involving an optimization process with strict constraints
(“the optimized minimum-variance approach”).
To appreciate the distinguishing features between the two approaches, we have analyzed the S&P 500
Low Volatility Index, which seeks to measure the 100 least-volatile stocks in the S&P 500 (to be defined
as the trailing 12-month daily price return standard deviation), and the S&P 500 Minimum Volatility
Index, which is designed to track the least-volatile baskets of stocks in the S&P 500 via optimization,
subject to some diversification constraints.
Exhibit A2.4 in Appendix 2 shows that the factor exposures associated with the optimized minimumvariance approach were less intense than those of the simple low-volatility approach, and this may be
the product of more rigid sector- and stock-level constraints. Similarly, sector tilts were also lower. The
maximum sector tilt 10 was an underweight of 5.58% in the consumer discretionary sector in the
minimum-variance approach, which is perceptibly lower than an overweight of 20.65% in the utilities
sector in the simple low-volatility approach. Interestingly, both strategies also had a considerable tilt to
small-cap stocks. Ramos and Han (2013) explained this phenomenon through the behavior of
investors. They posited that investors, in the pursuit of an all-or-nothing type of return profile, might
have caused some stocks to become overpriced by pushing small-cap companies into the growth and
large-cap categories, adding to their volatility. Also of note is that while both strategies did select
stocks that had lower market beta and volatility, minimum variance had one-half as much exposure to
the volatility factor as the simple low-volatility approach. Furthermore, both strategies had a strong bias
toward dividend yield, and to a lesser extent toward value, in comparison with their benchmark, the
S&P 500.
9

For a more complete discussion on the theoretical underpinning of the low-volatility strategy, please refer to Appendix 2.

10

Please refer to Appendix 2 for details on the sector tilts of the two low-volatility strategies.
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In conjunction with exposures, individual factor return and risk also tend to play a role in explaining the
return and risk of the overall strategy. In regard to the simple low-volatility strategy, 78.65% of
benchmark-excess return (1.68% per year) came from exposure to fundamental factors between
December 1994 and December 2014 (see Exhibit 3b). Of that amount, volatility made up 123.07% and
provided the largest single source of return because the strategy had high exposure to this factor,
which generated a high return in its own right; this is largely analogous with the minimum-variance
approach. It is also worth mentioning that dividend yield also may have explained much of the return in
both approaches. This is unsurprising, as the low-volatility strategy was overweighted in defensive,
high-dividend-yielding sectors, such as utilities and consumer staples, and dividends are often seen as
a way of cushioning losses in bear markets. Among all the factor strategies considered in this paper,
the low-volatility strategies, regardless of their construction, were the most defensive, as they took on
the least market beta.
From the point of view of risk, the average tracking error was 8.58% per year for the simple lowvolatility strategy and 7.97% for the minimum-variance strategy. Over four-fifths of the risk seems to
have come from fundamental factor exposures for both strategies (see Exhibit 3b and Appendix 2), but
the composition of this risk is astonishingly dissimilar. The minimum-variance strategy incurred less
industry risk because of the tight industry caps, and it also produced substantially less risk from
volatility than the simple low-volatility strategy. Indeed, it derived about four times less risk from
volatility and two times less risk from earnings growth, even though the exposure to market beta for
both strategies were comparable.
Exhibit 3a: Active Exposure of Low-Volatility and Minimum-Variance Strategies
Category

Factors
Book-to-Price Ratio

Value

Dividend Yield

Revenue-to-Price
Ratio
Earnings-to-Price
Ratio

How to Interpret Positive
Average Active Exposures?

Average Active Factor Exposure Versus the S&P 500
Simple Low Volatility

Minimum Variance

Higher Value

0.21

0.13

Higher Value

0.09

0.19

Higher Value

0.23

0.08

Dividend Yield

Higher Yield

0.52

0.27

Trading Activity

Higher Turnover

-0.20

-0.08

Momentum

Relative Strength

Higher Momentum

-0.07

-0.07

Earnings Stability

Earnings Volatility

Higher earnings volatility

0.09

0.14

Earnings Growth

Earnings Growth

Higher Growth

-0.22

-0.17

Price Volatility

Higher Price Volatility

-0.45

-0.23

Financial Leverage

Higher Debt

0.20

0.02

Market Cap

Larger Market Cap

-0.84

-0.90

Beta

Higher Market Risk

-0.34

-0.32

Turnover

Price Volatility
Debt
Small Size
Market Risk

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index and the S&P 500 Minimum Volatility Index. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the
Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested
performance.
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Exhibit 3b: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error From the Simple Low-Volatility Approach

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index and the S&P 500 Minimum Volatility Index. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the
Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested
performance.

1.3 Quality: A Multi-Faceted Concept
In comparison with the factors we have examined so far, quality11 is strikingly different. This is principally
because quality has multiple facets, and exactly what makes a “high quality” company can be fairly
subjective, even if there is some consensus on the general attributes it must possess. In order to develop
a better understanding of quality, we now turn to the characteristics of typical quality strategies and
evaluate from where their excess return and risk emanate in comparison with their benchmarks. For the
purpose of this exercise, we have elected to use the S&P 500 Quality Index, which seeks to track
companies with the highest “quality” scores12 in the S&P 500, determined by giving equal consideration to
profitability generation, earnings quality, and financial robustness. Profitability generation is measured on
the basis of trailing return on equity, earnings quality on the basis of the balance sheet accruals ratio, and
financial robustness on the basis of financial leverage.
The findings in Exhibit 4 indicate that the companies selected by the quality strategy incurred less debt
than the average company within the S&P 500. This can be expected, as financial leverage was one of
the inputs used to determine the quality score. Remarkably, these companies also experienced higher
earnings growth and more stable earnings profiles than other companies within the universe. In terms of
valuation, the high price-to-book ratio may imply that high-quality companies might have been relatively
expensive. However, this conclusion may be misleading, as they did not appear to be expensive based on
the other valuation measures, such as the price-to-sales and price-to-earnings ratios. Moreover, the
strategy was somewhat defensive, as it tilted toward defensive sectors (e.g., health care) and away from
cyclical sectors (e.g., finance).
With the strategy’s principal features in mind, it would now be appropriate to try to understand the sources
from which return and risk are derived. From a return perspective, it is worth noting that industry tilts
contributed the most to annualized excess return (4.39% per year), with an overweight to health care alone
making up 0.62%. Besides industry biases, the largest contributors to return were value and low earnings
11

12

For a discussion on the theoretical underpinning of the quality factor, please refer to Appendix 2.
As determined by S&P Dow Jones Indices
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volatility, and even though the tilt away from high price volatility was negligible, the factor nonetheless
made up 0.49% per year of total return, as this factor yielded a high return (4.70% per year) over the
period.
In terms of risk, the historical average tracking error was 4.72% per year. While most of the excess return
emanated from factor exposures, they only contributed to half of the risk. At first look, the high amount of
stock-specific risk in the strategy seems somewhat odd, but it is important to bear in mind that two of the
variables used to compute the quality score—namely profitability and accruals (earnings quality)—were not
captured by the Northfield risk model. Overall, industry tilts explained 23.07% of the total risk, and this was
the most substantial fundamental factor exposure and mainly the result of a sizeable underweight in
financials and a modest overweight in information technology.
Exhibit 4: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Quality

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. December
1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Quality Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts are provided for
illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for
more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

1.4 Dividend: Identifying “Quality” Companies or Seeking Dividend Yield?
The way in which dividend 13 should be classified—whether as a separate factor or as part of value—is
a matter of much debate. Nevertheless, we have witnessed how dividend investing has gathered much
traction in recent years, mainly as a means of generating return in the near-zero interest rate
environment that has ensued from the global financial crisis. There is now a wide array of dividend
strategies in the marketplace, and yet, apart from bearing comparable names, the exposures
underlying them are deceptively dissimilar. We now turn to appraise the main characteristics of classic
dividend-yield strategies. To start, it is worth noting that dividend strategies are not necessarily aimed
at generating high dividend yield and, depending on the way in which stocks are selected, the resulting
portfolios will be distinct. While different strategies have different nuances, their goal is usually to
generate high dividend yield or stable dividend growth. Furthermore, a quality filter is habitually
embedded within most strategies as a means of ensuring that dividend growth is sustainable or so that
high dividend yield is derived from an increase in dividends, rather than as a result of a collapse in the
share price.

13

For a discussion of the theoretical underpinning of the dividend factor, please refer to Appendix 2.
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Given the existence of many dividend strategies, it would be instructive to compare the differences
between three distinct dividend strategies: (strategy 1) a dividend-yield strategy; (strategy 2) a dividendyield strategy with a quality filter; and (strategy 3) a dividend-growth strategy with a quality filter. The
dividend-yield strategy (strategy 1) is represented by a semiannually rebalanced hypothetical portfolio
that picks the 100 highest-dividend-yielding stocks within the S&P 500. The dividend-yield strategy with
a quality filter (strategy 2) is exemplified by the S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index, which is
designed to track the highest-yielding and least-volatile stocks in the S&P 500. The dividend-growth
strategy with a quality filter (strategy 3) is depicted by the S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats®, which seeks
to measure companies from the S&P 500 that have increased dividends every year over the previous
25 years.
The results in Exhibit 5a indicate that the exposures of the dividend-yielding strategies were
considerably different from those of the dividend-growth strategy, even though all three strategies were
exposed to less market beta than the benchmark. As anticipated, although all three dividend strategies
had a higher exposure, albeit to varying degrees, to dividend-yielding stocks than the average company
in the S&P 500, the two dividend-yielding strategies, namely strategies 1 and 2, had higher dividend
yield than did the dividend-growth strategy. Moreover, dividend-yielding strategies picked companies
that experienced higher earnings volatility and had more debt, and they also had material biases to
small-cap companies. Santodomingo and Wotherspoon (2011) explain this by suggesting that there
are more high-dividend-yielding small companies than large companies, 14 and that there is a larger
opportunity set within small-cap companies. Curiously, the low-volatility filter in strategy 2 seemed to
have produced a stronger dividend yield and noticeably weaker value exposures than strategy 1. At
the same time, the market beta, debt-to-equity ratio, and earnings volatility of the former strategy were
correspondingly lower than those in the latter strategy and this may imply that the embedded filter was
successful in omitting stocks that had fallen into the dividend-yield trap, 15 while ensuring the robustness
of the dividend yield in the strategy. In all, the dividend-yielding strategies stand in stark contrast to the
dividend-growth strategy, which generally had lower factor exposures, and nearly half of its return was
derived from the price appreciation of individual stocks and was not connected to fundamental factor
exposures. 16 This may point to the fact that the dividend-growth strategy is not merely intended to
target a single-factor exposure, but rather to aim at having certain desirable attributes that are not
captured by the risk model. In terms of sector exposures, it does not come as a surprise that both
dividend-yielding strategies possessed comparable characteristics. Relative to the S&P 500, both
dividend-yielding strategies (strategies 1 and 2) had a higher weight in utilities and a lower weight in
information technology. As for the dividend-growth strategy, the sector exposures were decidedly
divergent, with the strongest overweight in consumer staples and the strongest underweight in
information technology. 17
Next, we proceed to review the sources of return and risk of archetypal dividend-yielding and dividendgrowth strategies by examining strategies 1 and 3, respectively. In regard to strategy 1, the majority of
active return (3.80% per year) came from factor exposures. Dividend yield alone made up 61.10% of
14

Their research indicates that there are 71 small and 18 large (by market capitalization) companies in the S&P 500 that pay a yield 1.5 times
higher than that of the index.

15

Stocks that have fallen into the “dividend-yield trap” are those that appear cheap based on the amount of dividends they pay, but the
dividend yields are made artificially high not as a result of higher dividend payment but because of a collapse in their stock prices.

16

For a more detailed discussion of the characteristics of different dividend strategies, see Luk (2015).

17

For further details on sector biases of the three dividend approaches, please refer to Appendix 2.
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that return, and predictably, it was the largest fount of return (see Exhibit 5b). In contrast, 40.93% of
the return from strategy 3 came from low volatility and was the biggest single contributor. 18 Other
factors, such as small size, also explained much of the return in both strategies. Similar to return, most
of the risk—as defined by the tracking error—from both strategies came from fundamental factors.
Nearly one-quarter of the risk from strategy 1 (8.71% per year) came from market beta and over onetenth came from dividend yield. Like strategy 1, the overwhelming majority of the risk from strategy 3
emanated from market beta, followed by market volatility and small size. Only a measly 1.89% of the
risk came from dividend yield.
The foregoing analysis highlights that dividend strategies can share little in common, and therefore, it is
indispensable to scrutinize the strategy before deciding whether it is suitable for the given
circumstances.
Exhibit 5a: Active Exposure of the Three Dividend Strategies
Average Active Exposure Versus the S&P 500
Category

Value

Dividend Yield
Turnover

Factors

How to Interpret Positive
Active Exposures?

Strategy 1:
Dividend-Yield
Strategy

Book-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.64

Strategy 2:
Dividend-Yield
Strategy With a
Quality Filter
0.38

Revenue-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.37

0.21

0.09

Earnings-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.16

0.19

0.10

Dividend Yield

Higher Yield

1.06

1.14

0.31

Trading Activity

Higher Turnover

0.05

-0.13

-0.15

Strategy 3: DividendGrowth Strategy
With a Quality Filter
-0.05

Momentum

Relative Strength

Higher Momentum

-0.24

-0.18

-0.05

Earnings Stability

Earnings Volatility

Higher Earnings Volatility

0.71

0.64

0.06

Earnings Growth

Earnings Growth

Higher Growth

-0.43

-0.43

-0.18

Price Volatility
Debt
Small Size
Market Risk

Price Volatility

Higher Price Volatility

-0.04

-0.32

-0.22

Financial Leverage

Higher Debt

0.49

0.38

-0.13

Market Cap

Larger Market Cap

-1.12

-0.90

-0.66

Beta

Higher Market Risk

-0.18

-0.30

-0.19

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014. The dividend yield strategy is constructed by selecting the 100 highest dividend yielding stocks in the
S&P 500, the dividend yield strategy with a quality filter is represented by S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index and the dividend-growth
strategy with a quality filter is represented by the S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end
of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

18

For the full attribution of risk and return of the dividend-growth strategy, please refer to Appendix 2.
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Exhibit 5b: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Dividend Yield

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for a high-dividend-yield strategy on the S&P 500. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the
end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

1.5 Size: Small-Cap Tilt or “True” Small Caps?
The size premium 19 is designed to measure the excess returns of small-cap firms relative to their largecap counterparts after adjusting for other factors (e.g., market beta and value). In recent years, some
commentators have suggested that the small-size factor has mostly vanished. 20 Whether the small-size
premium is slowly ebbing away is the object of much contention. In addition to this, when reference is
made to the size factor, it is not always clear whether allusion is made to equal-weight or small-cap
strategies, both of which provide varying degrees of exposures to small-cap stocks.
The reality is that there are discernible disparities between the two. To begin, equal-weight approaches
tilt the portfolio toward small-cap stocks in a given universe. In a large-cap universe, this simply means
that exposure to stocks with relatively smaller capitalizations is increased even though they are still
classified as large-cap stocks. This is obviously not the same as “genuine” small-cap stocks. Added to
this is the fact that small-cap indices are weighted by market capitalization, whereas equal-weight
indices are rebalanced periodically and may reap a rebalancing premium. In spite of the differences, it
is worth reviewing how the exposures between the two approaches differ.
It would not come as a surprise that the S&P SmallCap 600® has a substantially higher small-cap bias
than the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index (see Exhibit 6). 21 Besides that, both strategies have a higher
exposure to lower-dividend-yielding stocks. Sector biases are comparable, albeit by varying degrees.
Relative to the S&P 500, 22 both strategies had a higher weight in utilities and a lower weight in
consumer staples.
We now proceed to appraise the sources of risk and return of a typical small-size strategy, and as a
case in point, we have reviewed the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. When compared with the S&P 500,
19

For further analyses on the size factor, please refer to Appendix 2.

20

Is the Small Cap Premium Disappearing? (2015), Gerstein Fisher.

21

As of June 2015, the median market cap of the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index was USD 17,910.74 million, and that of the S&P SmallCap
600 was USD 1,121.96 million.

22

While it may not be entirely fair to compare the S&P SmallCap 600 with the S&P 500, it does provide some indication of what tilts there are
compared with a large-cap universe.
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it is noted that the overwhelming majority of the benchmark-excess return (2.00% per year) came from
stock-specific factors rather than fundamental factors (see Exhibit A2.6 in the Appendix). Of the small
amount of return that came from factor exposures, most of it was from the small-size factor, but this
was mostly eroded by high volatility. Conversely, 79.19% of risk (4.86% per year) came from
fundamental tilt, and small cap by itself contributed 35.76% of the risk.
Exhibit 6: Active Exposure of the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index and the S&P SmallCap 600
Category

Factors
Book-to-Price Ratio

Value

How to Interpret Positive
Average Active Exposures?
Higher Value

Average Active Factor Exposure Versus the S&P 500
S&P 500 Equal Weight Index

S&P SmallCap 600

0.29

0.35

Revenue-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.79

0.27

Earnings-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

-0.14

-0.09

Dividend Yield

Dividend Yield

Higher Yield

-0.22

-0.38

Turnover

Trading Activity

Higher Turnover

0.27

0.31

Momentum

Relative Strength

Higher Momentum

-0.02

0.16

Earnings Stability

Earnings Volatility

Higher earnings volatility

0.30

0.16

Earnings Growth

Earnings Growth

Higher Growth

-0.02

0.07

Price Volatility

Price Volatility

Higher Price Volatility

0.37

0.53

Debt

Financial Leverage

Higher Debt

0.11

-0.27

Small Size

Market Cap

Larger Market Cap

-1.25

-2.77

Market Risk

Beta

Higher Market Risk

0.02

0.06

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index, and the S&P SmallCap 600. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance
Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

SECTION 2: MACROECONOMIC REGIME ANALYSIS
There is empirical evidence to suggest that factor strategies have historically generated risk-adjusted
returns in the long run, but they can also exhibit a high amount of cyclicality in the short run, which may
include long periods of underperformance. For this reason, it has been argued that factor investing
best lends itself to a strategic, rather than a tactical, allocation framework. That being said, it is still
instructive to shed some light on the behavior of factor strategies over time and to what regimes they
are most sensitive. To conduct the analysis, we examined three financial regimes—the market cycle,
the business cycle, and the investor sentiment regime—between 1994 and 2014. While it would be
more comprehensive to conduct the analysis over a longer time horizon, the analysis nevertheless
allows us to make some invaluable observations about factor cyclicality.
To start, it is important to highlight the general differences in these three regimes (see Exhibit 7a).
Business, or economic, cycles refer to upward and downward movements of gross domestic product
(GDP) growth. In contrast, market cycles are related to the upward and downward movements of
financial (stock) markets. Finally, investor sentiment regime refers only to market sentiment, as
revealed by the activity and price movement of the stock market.
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Exhibit 7a: Financial Regimes and How They Are Measured
Financial Regimes

How Are They Measured?

Market Cycles

S&P 500

Business Cycles

National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) Business Cycle Dates

Investor Sentiment Regime

CBOE Volatility Index® (VIX®)

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Table is provided for illustrative purposes.

From 1994 to 2014, the U.S. equity market can roughly be parsed into two bearish, two recovery, and
three bullish 23 market cycle phases. Over the same period, the U.S. economy experienced three
economic expansions and two contraction phases, and there were also 14 episodes of bullish or neutral
VIX signals and 13 episodes of bearish VIX signals. 24 Exhibit 7b summarizes the main results of the
analysis, and our findings show that factor strategies historically have been most responsive to market
cycle analysis, while business cycle and investor sentiment analysis have served as good complements
to the market cycle analysis.
Exhibit 7b: Performance Across Different Investor Sentiment Regimes and Market and Business Cycles in the U.S.
Dividend
Category
Phase
Volatility Momentum
Quality
Value
Growth
Yield
Bullish
Market
Cycles

Business
Cycles
Investor
Sentiment

Size

Bearish
Recovery
Period
Expansion
Contraction
Neutral and
Bullish
Bearish

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes. Note:
Dark teal, upward triangles represent favorable performance, while light teal, downward triangles represent unfavorable performance. The two
factors with the highest excess return in each of the market cycle phases are circled in red.

2.1 Factor Performance Across Market Cycles
Market cycles and business cycles are related, but they both have distinct attributes. This is because
the stock market theoretically anticipates economic fundamentals, even if it is an imperfect predictor of
the economy. 25 For this reason, it would be helpful to understand how factor strategies behaved when
the market collectively had certain expectations. To do that, we have compared the strategies’
performance with the benchmark in each of the market cycles previously identified.
Exhibit 8a highlights the factors that delivered the most favorable return in each bullish, bearish, and
recovery period between 1994 and 2014. 26 From the results, we can see that value and high-dividend
stocks generally produced the highest outperformance during both bull markets and market recovery
periods. However, they underperformed the market during the 1994-2000 market rally partly because
23

A bearish phase is defined as a period during which the S&P 500 goes from peak to trough. A recovery phase is defined as the 12-month
period after the S&P 500 trough. A bullish phase is defined as a period from the end of the recovery phase to the next S&P 500 peak.

24

Bearish VIX signals are those VIX values that are in the bottom quintile. Bullish VIX signals are those that are in the top quintile. Neutral
VIX signals are those that are between the top and the bottom quintiles.

25

Jacobsen et al. (2010), Market Cycles and Business Cycles, Wells Fargo Advantage Funds.

26

To see the excess return of single factors across all the identified periods in the market cycle, please see Exhibit A3.1 in Appendix 3.
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of their low exposure to information technology stocks. On the contrary, growth stocks displayed strong
performance after the market had bottomed out at the beginning of 2003, and their streak continued in
the ensuing bull market—but they vastly lagged the S&P 500 in bear markets.
Quality stocks generally produced positive performance in rising markets, but their defensive
characteristics came to the foreground in bearish markets and recovery periods. Nevertheless, the
defensiveness of quality stocks did not match that of low-volatility stocks, which beat the S&P 500 by
the highest margin in falling markets. Low volatility underperformed the most when the market
rebounded from its troughs. Conversely, momentum stocks delivered consistent and material excess
return during bull markets, but they underperformed in recovery periods because of large price trend
reversals. Remarkably, small-cap stocks outperformed the market in both bearish periods, and
although they beat the market during recovery periods, they did not deliver consistent or significant
excess return in bullish periods. Exhibit 8b summarizes the risk/return characteristics of individual
factors under different market regimes.
Overall, even though the stock market can be an imperfect predictor of the economy, it nonetheless
appears to be forward looking, and we find that factor strategies are fairly sensitive to market cycles,
especially during bearish and recovery periods.
Exhibit 8a: Best-Performing Factors* in Each of the Market Cycle Phases
700
600
500
400
300

Bull
Momentum
Growth
Quality

Recovery
Dividend
Value
Growth
Size

Bull
Value
Growth
Quality

Recovery
Value
Dividend
Size
Growth

Bull
Value
Dividend
Quality

200
100
0

Bear
Dividend
Low Volatility
Quality

Bear
Low Volatility
Momentum
Quality

S&P 500

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500
Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index, and a high-dividend-yield strategy on
the S&P 500 and the S&P MidCap 400. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and
reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information
regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance. *Factors are ordered by excess return in descending order in
each period.
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Exhibit 8b: Factor Performance in Different Market Cycle Phases
Factor
Market Cycle
Phase
Bull
Bear

Value

Growth

Quality

Low Volatility

Momentum

Size

Dividend Yield

-1.16

-1.80

Average Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, Annualized) (%)
0.02

4.20

2.10

-3.60

5.30

4.61

-6.30

12.50

23.20

-5.40

7.51

8.90

Recovery
Market Cycle
Phase
Bull

20.33

10.80

-1.40

-8.80

-10.06

14.88

32.70

7.89

6.50

4.70

8.90

7.58

4.59

9.30

Bear

14.24

11.40

7.10

13.60

14.10

7.15

15.80

Recovery
Market Cycle
Phase
Bull

11.00

5.00

3.60

6.90

7.90

7.53

16.60

Tracking Error (Annualized) (%)

Information Ratio
0.00

0.64

0.45

-0.40

0.70

-0.25

-0.20

Bear

0.32

-0.55

1.76

1.71

-0.38

1.05

0.56

Recovery
Market Cycle
Phase
Bull

1.85

2.15

-0.40

-1.27

-1.27

1.98

1.97

52.35

61.20

56.50

44.10

54.12

45.88

48.80

Bear

58.70

37.00

78.30

80.40

54.35

58.70

56.50

Recovery

66.67

70.80

54.20

33.30

37.50

70.83

75.00

Percentage of Outperformance (Versus S&P 500) (%)

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500
Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index, and a high dividend-yield strategy on
the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative
purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more
information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

2.2 Factor Performance Across Business Cycles
Business cycles refer to fluctuations in economic activity over a period of time. They are backward
looking, but they are identified with much greater accuracy than market cycles. Exhibit 9a highlights the
factors that delivered the most favorable returns in expansionary and contractionary business cycle
periods between 1994 and 2014. 27
Overall, value stocks were pro-cyclical throughout the studied period because they consistently
outperformed the market in expansionary periods and lagged the market in contractionary periods (see
Exhibit 9a). Growth stocks, on the other hand, led to stock market bubbles when they became too
pricey. They suffered most when the bubble ultimately burst, as this usually occurs in the midst of
economic downturns. This may explain why they outperformed the market when the economy
expanded but failed to beat the benchmark when the economy eventually slowed. On the contrary,
quality stocks outperformed the market most in both expansionary and contractionary periods, and
because quality stocks had a high exposure to earnings stability, they tended to deliver higher excess
returns when the economy slowed. On the other hand, low volatility displayed the most economic cycle
countercyclicality; it had significant excess return during economic downturns, but it lagged all the other
strategies during economic booms.
Momentum stocks tended to be pro-cyclical and were mostly well rewarded during economic
expansions, but they trailed the market during economic downturns. Astonishingly, small-cap stocks
27

To see the excess return of single factors across all the identified periods in the business cycle, please see Exhibit A3.2 in Appendix 3.
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beat the market in both expansionary and contractionary periods, which may be due to their greater
flexibility to strive for earnings growth in a slowing economy. No conclusive observation can be made
about dividend stocks, suggesting that dividend-paying stocks may be less sensitive to business cycles.
Exhibit 9b summarizes the risk/return characteristics of individual factors under different business cycle
phases.
All in all, we find that factor strategies tend to be less sensitive to business cycles than market cycles,
especially during expansionary periods, but factor strategies may be used to validate findings from
other analyses.
Exhibit 9a: Best-Performing Factors in Each Business Cycle Phase
700
600
500

Expansion
Quality
Value
Momentum

Contraction
Low Volatility
Quality
Size

Expansion
Dividend
Growth
Quality
Size

Contraction
Dividend
Quality
Value
Low Volatility

Expansion
Dividend
Size
Value

400
300
200
100

S&P 500

0

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices and Bureau of Economic Analysis. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to
December 2014 for the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index,
and a high-dividend-yield strategy on the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end
of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance. Note: NBER business cycle
peak dates are March 2011 and December 2007; NBER cycle trough dates are November 2001 and June 2009.
Exhibit 9b: Factor Performance in Each Business Cycle Phase
Factor

Value

Business Cycle Phase

Growth

Quality

Low Volatility

Momentum

Size

Dividend Yield

Average Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, Annualized) (%)

Expansion

3.41

3.30

3.50

0.00

2.21

1.77

3.90

Contraction

-1.16

-0.90

6.10

9.50

-2.29

4.75

2.10

Business Cycle Phase

Tracking Error (Annualized) (%)

Expansion

8.76

7.10

5.30

10.20

8.96

5.30

11.00

Contraction

16.48

11.70

5.00

11.00

11.95

8.33

18.50

Business Cycle Phase

Information Ratio

Expansion

0.39

0.47

0.65

0.00

0.25

0.33

0.35

Contraction

-0.07

-0.08

1.22

0.87

-0.19

0.57

0.11

Business Cycle Phase

Percentage of Outperformance (Versus S&P 500) (%)

Expansion

56.07

59.30

58.90

47.70

52.80

49.53

53.30

Contraction

46.15

42.30

73.10

69.20

50.00

61.54

50.00

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices and Bureau of Economic Analysis. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to
December 2014 for the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index,
and a high-dividend-yield strategy for the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end
of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance. Note: NBER business cycle
peak dates are March 2011 and December 2007; NBER cycle trough dates are November 2001 and June 2009.
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2.3 Factor Performance Across Different Investor Sentiment Regimes
Investor sentiment regime examines how the performance of factor strategies differed when there
appeared to be a general feeling of optimism or pessimism as indicated by volatility. To start, we have
sorted the VIX values from 1994 to 2014 into three categories: bearish, bullish, and neutral investor
sentiment regimes. Bearish investor sentiment regime consists of the VIX values in the bottom quintile,
bullish investor regime represents the VIX values in the top quintile, and neutral investor regime
represents the VIX values that are between the top and bottom quintiles. We then compared the
performance of each of the factor strategies across different investor sentiment regimes. Exhibit 10
displays the main findings.
Overall, value stocks outperformed when investment sentiment was bullish. Growth and momentum
stocks delivered excess returns and had higher incidences of outperformance when investor sentiment
was either bullish or neutral. On the other hand, low-volatility and high-dividend-yielding stocks
seemed to have provided a safe haven for risk-averse investors who would like to maintain exposure to
equities because they tended to realize high excess returns, particularly in bearish markets. Quality
stocks bore up well in bearish markets, but unlike other defensive factors, quality stocks outperformed
the market under both bullish and neutral investor sentiment regimes. Small cap tended to perform
better under bullish sentiment on a risk-adjusted basis.
We find that investor sentiment regime analysis is useful as a complement to market and business
cycle analyses, as investor sentiment regime switches more frequently than market and business cycle
phases.
Exhibit 10: Average Factor Performance Under Different Investment Sentiment Conditions Classified by VIX
Factor

Value

Investor Sentiment

Growth

Quality

Low Volatility

Momentum

Size

Dividend Yield

Average Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, Annualized) (%)

Bullish

4.85

3.50

2.40

-2.60

3.80

1.94

-1.20

Neutral

2.76

4.20

2.00

-2.50

5.27

1.50

2.10

Bearish

1.42

-1.80

10.30

15.20

-11.01

4.03

13.40

Bullish

4.30

6.20

2.90

3.60

5.78

2.50

4.30

Neutral

9.05

7.00

5.30

9.70

8.77

5.27

10.30

Bearish

15.04

10.50

6.50

14.80

12.53

8.61

19.50

Investor Sentiment

Tracking Error (Annualized) (%)

Investor Sentiment

Information Ratio

Bullish

1.13

0.56

0.84

-0.72

0.66

0.78

-0.28

Neutral

0.31

0.60

0.38

-0.25

0.60

0.28

0.20

Bearish

0.09

-0.17

1.59

1.03

-0.88

0.47

0.69

Investor Sentiment

Percentage of Outperformance (Versus S&P 500) (%)

Bullish

62.50

64.60

54.20

37.50

56.25

54.17

45.80

Neutral

56.25

59.70

60.40

47.90

54.17

52.08

52.10

Bearish

43.75

43.80

66.70

68.80

43.75

43.75

62.50

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500
Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index, and a high-dividend-yield strategy
for the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative
purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more
information on some of the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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SECTION 3: A MULTI-FACTOR CASE STUDY: RISK- VERSUS NON-RISK-BASED
ALLOCATIONS
Through the analysis in Section 1 of this article, we have demonstrated that, in addition to the primary
exposures that many investors seek to target, factor indices have secondary factor exposures.
Therefore, in multi-factor portfolios in which investors have blended a number of strategies, the obvious
question is: what are the resultant exposures of these portfolios, and in what macroeconomic climate
are they likely to achieve better performance? We aim to shed some light on this question using four
stylized examples, 28 two of which are based on a risk-focused allocation framework between six
different strategies (notably, volatility, value, quality, size, momentum, and dividend yield) and two of
which are based on non-risk-based allocation framework between the same strategies.
The two risk-based strategies look at risk in slightly different ways. Marginal risk contribution looks at
the contribution of the risk from each of the factor indices and attempts to ensure an equal risk
contribution from each of the strategies, whereas minimum variance only identifies the least-volatile
combination of the six strategies. The other approaches do not focus on risk. Instead, the Sharpe-ratio
approach aims to allocate a higher weight to strategies that have recently outperformed by linking the
weight in each strategy to its recently realized Sharpe ratio. 29 Finally, the equal-weight approach
allocates an equal weight to each of the strategies so as to ensure there is no concentration at the
strategy level. Barring the Sharpe-ratio approach where no maximum was imposed, all strategies
placed a maximum weight of 30% on an individual factor strategy.

3.1 Sources of Active Risk and Return
All four allocation strategies demonstrated higher risk-adjusted returns than the S&P 500, with a lower
tracking error than most individual factor strategies (see Exhibit 11). This implies that there may be
merit in blending various factors to attain more balanced and diversified portfolios. At first glance, it
may appear bewildering that allocation based on momentum (Sharpe ratio) produced the least risk and
a fairly robust return, because momentum strategies are invariably more volatile. However, this is
because strategy 3 was designed such that a weight was only given to factors that had generated the
highest Sharpe ratio over the most recent six months, and the strategy moved entirely into cash when
the Sharpe ratios of all the factors were negative. This is precisely what happened between December
2008 and 2010. For two years, the allocation was entirely in cash and had no equity exposure at all,
which helped assuage the losses that other allocation strategies racked up during this period. Apart
from this apparent incoherence, the other results in Exhibit 11 seem congruous with expectations.
Equal weight experienced the highest volatility and risk-focused allocation strategies, in particular
minimum variance, experienced the least. Conversely, the latter strategy had the highest tracking error
to the S&P 500, because the majority of its allocation is concentrated on a small number of strategies,
in particular on the low-volatility strategy where the objective does not take into account the tracking
error with the S&P 500 benchmark. Indeed, it had the highest average weight differential (20.0%)
between the sectors.

28

The examples serve to show, rather than prescribe, multi-factor allocation approaches that many investors use. Clearly, there are other
permutations of portfolio construction. Discussing the differences between the various approaches is beyond the scope of this article.

29

Where the Sharpe ratios for all the factor strategies are negative, the multi-factor strategy moves into 100% cash.
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Exhibit 11: Performance of Multi-Factor, Smart-Beta Strategies
Risk-Based Approaches

Non-Risk-Based Approaches

Strategy 1:
Marginal Risk
Contribution
9.29

Strategy 2:
Minimum
Variance
7.61

Annualized Risk (%)

14.19

Return per Unit Risk

Category

Annualized Return (%)

Maximum Drawdown (%)

Strategy 3: Sharpe
Ratio Weighted

Strategy 4: Equal
Weighted

S&P 500

7.22

9.68

6.33

13.19

12.40

15.11

15.77

0.65

0.58

0.58

0.64

0.40

-51.11

-47.15

-39.95

-52.83

-52.44

Tracking Error (Percent per
3.91
4.99
4.22
3.90
Year)
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1997 to December 2014. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance.
Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with
back-tested performance.

With regard to factor exposures, all four allocation strategies displayed similar tilts, and they all had a
substantial small-cap tilt (see Exhibit 12). In addition to this, they all had a considerable bias to
dividend yield, and this may be justified by dividend yield’s attractive risk/return characteristics. Aside
from the minimum-variance strategy, all other strategies also showed material value exposures, and
this was because the value strategy was comparatively more volatile than the other strategies and,
consequently, was only assigned a small weight. As for sectors, sector weights hovered between 6%
and -6% of the benchmark and were reasonably equilibrated, especially in comparison with singlefactor strategies covered in Section 1, and they all had a tilt away from information technology and
toward utilities.
Over the period from December 1997 to December 2014, fundamental exposures generated over 60%
of the active return from all approaches, with the exception of minimum variance, where fundamental
exposures only explained 40% of the return. The biggest contributors to return were size and value. In
regard to risk, over 60% of tracking error emanated from fundamental exposures, and market beta and
size accounted for the majority of the risk across all four allocation strategies. For instance, 22.35% of
the risk came from small cap and 14.03% came from market beta in the equal-weight, multi-factor
strategy, whereas only 11.68% derived from the former and 30.28% derived from the latter in a
minimum-variance strategy. This is because the equal-weight strategy allocated 16.7% to small cap,
whereas minimum variance allocated only 4.8% over the time period.
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Exhibit 12: Exposures of Multi-Factor Smart Beta Strategies
Category

Value

Dividend Yield
Turnover
Momentum
Earnings
Stability
Earnings
Growth
Price Volatility
Debt
Small Size
Market Risk

Factors

How to Interpret Positive
Active Exposures?

Strategy 1:
Marginal Risk
Contribution

Strategy 2:
Minimum
Variance

Strategy 3:
Sharpe Ratio
Weighted

Strategy 4:
Equal
Weighted

Book-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.23

0.07

0.16

0.23

Revenue-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.24

0.12

0.19

0.24

Earnings-to-Price Ratio

Higher Value

0.16

0.14

0.15

0.16

Dividend Yield

Higher Yield

0.26

0.30

0.31

0.26

Trading Activity

Higher Turnover

0.06

-0.02

0.00

0.06

Relative Strength

Higher Momentum

-0.02

-0.01

-0.01

-0.02

Earnings Volatility

Higher Earnings Volatility

0.15

0.07

0.12

0.15

Earnings Growth

Higher Growth

-0.09

-0.08

-0.09

-0.09

Price Volatility

Higher Price Volatility

-0.01

-0.14

-0.07

-0.01

Financial Leverage

Higher Debt

0.13

0.10

0.13

0.13

Market Cap

Larger Market Cap

-0.62

-0.56

-0.59

-0.62

Beta

Higher Market Risk

-0.10

-0.18

-0.14

-0.09

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Data from December 1997 to December 2014. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end
of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

3.2 Macroeconomic Regime Analysis
From a market cycle standpoint, all four multi-factor strategies underweighted the information
technology sector, and for this reason, all of them lagged the S&P 500 during the rally prior to the
technology bubble (between December 1997 and August 2000), and they significantly outperformed in
the ensuing bear market (between August 2000 and February 2003). Over the entire period, marginal
risk contribution and equal-weighted strategies achieved more consistent and higher excess return than
other strategies across various market cycle phases (see Exhibit 13b). On average, they produced
higher information ratios and a higher incidence of outperformance during recovery and bearish periods
(see Exhibit 13a). The minimum-variance strategy was much more defensive. It had a significantly
lower information ratio and a lower incidence of outperformance in bullish and recovery markets, similar
to that of the single low-volatility strategy based on the S&P 500. In the same vein, although the
performance of Sharpe ratio-weighted strategy was positive in bear markets, it lagged the other three
strategies in terms of information ratio and the frequency of outperformance in all three market
phases, 30 but it significantly lagged the market in recovery periods. This suggests that using recent
momentum to tilt factor exposures did not improve the risk-adjusted return of the multi-factor portfolio,
even though it had a lower drawdown as a result of the strategy moving into cash during the global
financial crisis.

30

To see the excess return of individual multi-factor strategies across different periods, see Exhibit 1.3 in Appendix 1.
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Exhibit 13a: Factor Performance In Different Market Cycle Phase
Multi-Factor Strategy
Market Cycle Phase

Marginal Risk Contribution

Minimum Variance

Equal Weighted

Sharpe Ratio Weighted

Average Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, Annualized) (%)

Bull

-0.40

-1.84

0.21

Bear

9.10

10.51

7.72

15.40

Recovery

5.37

-3.72

9.64

-18.60

Market Cycle Phase

-1.42

Tracking Error (Annualized) (%)

Bull

4.55

6.36

3.98

17.20

Bear

6.76

7.19

6.82

22.59

Recovery

3.11

4.24

4.37

17.27

Market Cycle Phase

Information Ratio

Bull

-0.09

-0.29

0.05

-0.08

Bear

1.35

1.46

1.13

0.68

Recovery

1.73

-0.88

2.21

-1.08

Market Cycle Phase

Percentage of Outperformance (Versus S&P 500) (%)

Bull

49.25

49.25

52.24

46.27

Bear

67.39

69.57

63.04

54.35

Recovery

66.67

45.83

75.00

33.33

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Bureau of Economic Analysis. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided
for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document
for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance. Note: NBER business cycle peak dates are
March 2011 and December 2007; NBER cycle trough dates are March 1991, November 2001, and June 2009.

Exhibit 13b: Benchmark-Relative Performance of the Four Multi-Factor Strategies

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from December 1997 to December 2014. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end
of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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CONCLUSION
Smart beta indices may carry similar names, but the strategies that belie them to target individual equity
factors may be vastly different because of the stock selection process. Therefore, this gives rise to
varying degrees of exposure to the target and secondary factors, and it is the exposure to these factors
that drives both risk and return. For instance, while both low-volatility and minimum-variance strategies
seek to target a reduction in volatility, the amount of risk derived from the volatility is more significant in
the simple low-volatility strategy (c.9%) than that of the minimum-variance strategy (c.2%), chiefly as a
result of the latter’s strict application of constraints. In the same vein, dividend strategies can be
dissimilar too. In this paper, we have shown that dividend-growth strategies may only provide an
immaterial uplift in dividend yield compared with dividend-yield strategies. Even for strategies where
there is less debate on how the factor should be targeted—such as value and momentum—we find that
only a small amount of risk could be explained by the factor in question.
The second part of this paper examined whether smart beta factors are sensitive to macroeconomic
cycles. We found that factor strategies were more sensitive to market cycles than to business cycles,
especially during bearish markets and recovery periods. Investor sentiment regime, which switches
more frequently than market and business cycle phases, can be useful as a complement to the market
and business cycle analyses. While the relatively short analysis period does not allow us to draw any
definitive conclusions, it allows us to make some invaluable observations. On an absolute basis, we
find that the momentum and growth strategies performed the best in bull markets, low volatility and
quality performed the best in bear periods, and value and dividend yield had the best performance in
recovery periods over the period in question.
Finally, we find that blending various factors in a multi-factor portfolio can help reduce risk and enhance
return, and all the approaches investigated, barring the Sharpe-ratio approach, generated a better riskadjusted performance than the benchmark, and the equal-weight and marginal risk contribution
approaches yielded the best results.
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APPENDIX 1
Back to Basics: Factors and Risk Models
Most modern asset pricing theories repose on the notion that the return of an asset is concerned with
the component of total risk that cannot be diversified away, but, by extension, the fundamental question
is not connected with diversification in a world of costless arbitrage. Instead, it relates to the
identification and measurement of the component of risk that determines an asset’s return.
Among the first theories to be formalized was William Sharpe’s single-factor, capital asset pricing model
(CAPM), which is a market equilibrium model that encapsulates the tradeoff between risk and return.
According to this model, an asset’s risk can be broken down into idiosyncratic and systematic risks.
Systematic risks pertain to the exposure to general market movements, while idiosyncratic risks are
peculiar to the asset, which can be lowered or eliminated through diversification. Stated differently, the
return on any asset is linearly related to a single risk factor, the market return; the excess return on the
asset above the risk-free rate is therefore proportional to the “price” of that risk—market beta, which is
the sensitivity of the asset return to the market return. Mathematically, the CAPM implies the following
for any asset 𝒋𝒋:
𝑹𝑹𝒋𝒋 − 𝑹𝑹𝒇𝒇 = 𝜷𝜷𝒋𝒋 �𝑹𝑹𝒎𝒎 − 𝑹𝑹𝒇𝒇 � + 𝜺𝜺𝒋𝒋

Where 𝑹𝑹𝒋𝒋 is the return on asset 𝒋𝒋; 𝑹𝑹𝒎𝒎 is the market return; 𝑹𝑹𝒇𝒇 is the risk-free rate (e.g., short-term
treasuries); 𝜷𝜷𝒋𝒋 is the market beta (or the degree to which changes in the market return influence
changes in asset return); and.𝜺𝜺𝒋𝒋 is the idiosyncratic risk of the asset.

Though intuitive, the CAPM has long been criticized as being a facile depiction of systematic risk
because academic research has demonstrated that factors besides the general market can also affect
asset returns. The assumptions underlying the CAPM 31 are also somewhat questionable, as they
appear to be incongruous with what has been observed in financial markets. Notwithstanding its
deficiencies, the model serves as a good basis to understand excess return and risk because it argues
that return and risk are driven by the systematic risk in question and its exposure (price). In an attempt
to ameliorate the robustness of the CAPM, numerous alternatives have been proposed that presume
excess return is a function of multiple systematic risk factors, although there is no consensus on what
these factors are. In general, excess return can be expressed as follows.
𝑹𝑹𝒋𝒋 − 𝑹𝑹𝒇𝒇 = 𝝁𝝁𝟏𝟏 𝜸𝜸𝟏𝟏 + 𝝁𝝁𝟐𝟐 𝜸𝜸𝟐𝟐 + ⋯ + 𝝁𝝁𝒛𝒛 𝜸𝜸𝒛𝒛 + 𝜺𝜺𝒋𝒋

Where 𝜸𝜸𝟏𝟏 is the first systematic risk factor; 𝝁𝝁𝟏𝟏 is the “price” of the first risk factor in asset 𝒋𝒋; 𝒛𝒛 represents
the number of risk factors under consideration; and 𝜺𝜺𝒋𝒋 is the idiosyncratic risk of the asset.
It can be difficult to identify all the systematic risk factors, but, ideally, they should exhaustively span all
the possible sources of systematic risk that can affect asset prices. Factors can fall into different
categories; some may be macroeconomic (e.g., inflation), while others may arise from pricing

31

The CAPM makes a number of much-disputed assumptions. For instance, that investors are always rational and risk averse, and their sole
objective is to maximize economic utility.
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anomalies caused by the mispricing of risk factors or investor behavioral traits. Indeed, many of today’s
most well-known commercial risk models are constructed on the basis of multiple systematic factors.
Risk models are extremely useful tools in helping to develop a thorough understanding of the
characteristics of different strategies, as they can explain where the return has come from and attribute
risk and return to systematic and stock-specific factors. For the analysis in this research paper, we
have used the Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Risk Model, which contains 11 fundamental factors,
55 industry factors, and the market beta. 32 The model is essentially a relaxed CAPM construct, and it is
founded on the premise that securities are all correlated with the general market or the market beta. In
addition, it acknowledges that other factors are also apropos to explaining stock return. The model can
be summarized as follows.

Long-Only Factor

Isolated Long-Short

(beta)

Fundamental (11

Stock-Specific Factor

factors) and Industry
Factors (55 factors)

Where 𝑹𝑹𝒋𝒋 is the return on asset 𝒋𝒋; 𝑹𝑹𝒎𝒎 is the market return; 𝑹𝑹𝒇𝒇 is the risk-free rate (e.g., short-term
Treasuries); 𝜷𝜷𝒋𝒋 is the market beta; 𝑬𝑬𝒋𝒋,𝒌𝒌 is the exposure 33 of asset 𝒋𝒋 to factor 𝒌𝒌 at time 𝒕𝒕; 𝒓𝒓𝒌𝒌 is the return
(long-short) factor 𝒌𝒌 at time 𝒕𝒕; and 𝜺𝜺𝒋𝒋 is the idiosyncratic risk of the asset.
Using the Northfield Risk Model, we can also examine how factor strategies are different from their
benchmarks in terms of their industry and factor exposures. This allows us to appreciate what factors
have been driving the active risk 34 and return. 35 By way of example, a factor strategy that had a high
exposure to earnings growth does not necessarily mean that earnings growth contributed hugely to
return (or risk) in the past, because earnings growth as a factor might not have been that profitable
(risky) in that time period.

APPENDIX 2
2.1 Momentum
The momentum factor is designed to measure the future excess return of stocks with the strongest past
performance. In general, momentum strategies make use of price trends and articulate the view that
32

Northfield U.S. Equity Fundamental Model, Northfield website.

33

Exposures are standardized values of continuous variables (such as dividend yield) and of dummy variables (such as industry
membership).

34

Active risk is defined as the tracking error of the strategy against the relevant benchmark.

35

Active return is the benchmark-excess return.
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winners will continue to outperform and losers will continue to underperform. There is a wealth of
research that shows momentum exists across different regions and time periods. For example,
Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) showed that momentum strategies produced attractive returns in the
U.S. between 1965 and 1989. More recent studies—such as Fama and French (2012)—reached
similar conclusions when research was carried out on the Asia-Pacific region, North America, and
Europe between 1989 and 2011. Empirical studies have also demonstrated that this factor is most
noticeable over a shorter time horizon, namely three to twelve months, after which time the effect
seems to diminish as stock performance reverts to long-term averages (Asness 1997). This
underscores the ephemeral nature of most momentum strategies, as they are susceptible to short-term
reversals and implementing them can lead to high portfolio turnover.
The theory underpinning the existence of this premium is a subject of much discussion. Most
explanations are rooted in behavioral finance theories, the most common of which is that investors
systematically overreact (Barberis et al. 1998) and underreact to new market information (Hong et al.
2000). The theory claims that it is this irrational investor behavior that gives rise to such an anomaly. A
number of hypotheses have been put forward to explain this, such as investors’ aversion to realize
losses or their overconfidence in their stock-picking abilities. Other authors, such as Vayanos and
Wolley (2011), suggest that momentum may arise because institutional investors implement their
trading decisions in a progressive way, either as a result of inertia or trading constraints they face.
Now that we have discussed the momentum factor, we proceed to analyze classic momentum
strategies in order to determine the sources of excess return and risk compared with their benchmarks.
To achieve this objective, we have reviewed the S&P 500 Momentum, an index that selects companies
with the highest momentum score, which is calculated as the 12-month, risk-adjusted trailing
performance.
The strategy chose high-momentum companies over the period because these companies experienced
more significant relative strength or recent price changes, possibly on account of their strong earnings
growth (see Exhibit A2.1). Because of this, they also tended to be more volatile, and the high exposure
to the price volatility factor bears testament to this. Furthermore, the valuation of these companies was
higher than that of the average company, as implied by the negative exposure to all the value factors.
This implies that momentum companies were generally pricey, possibly because investors hankered
after these much-desired stocks, and consequently, bid up their prices. Contrary to expectations,
companies that experienced high momentum during this period had a more stable earnings profile than
the average company within the S&P 500, and many of them came from cyclical sectors.
In regard to return, most of the excess return (1.34% per year) came from stock-specific, rather than
fundamental factor, exposures. In fact, factor exposures made a negative contribution (-0.10% per
year) during the period. Of all the factor exposures, the relative strength factor generated the highest
return (97.77%), but this was largely offset by the loss occasioned by an exposure to high volatility and
low dividend yield. Stock-specific return contributed 1.44% per year to excess return, the majority of
which emanated from stocks in the industrials sector.
With respect to risk, the historical average tracking error was 6.84% per year, 62.37% of which was
produced from factor exposures. Of that, 16.94% could be ascribed to market beta and 13.17% to
relative strength. Lastly, it is worthwhile to highlight that momentum contributed most to active return
(97.77%) and third most to risk (13.17%).
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Exhibit A2.1: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Momentum

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 with a momentum strategy for the S&P 500. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts
are provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of
this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

2.2 Value
The value factor intends to capture benchmark-excess returns by targeting stocks that trade below their
fair values. Fair values are usually determined by calculating the price of a stock, normalized by some
fundamental company variables (notably, sales, dividends, earnings, book value, and more). Graham
and Dodd (1934) were some of the first practitioners that extensively discussed value investing.
Thereafter, other authors, such as DeBondt and Thaler (1987), also documented a strong positive
relationship between average returns and book-to-price ratios. Other measures of value, such as
earnings and cash flow, also proved to be effective in generating positive excess returns.
A variety of efficient market-based explanations have been put forward to theorize the existence of the
value factor. Chen and Zhang (1998) posited that value stocks are riskier owing to higher financial
leverage, highly uncertain future earnings, and, unlike their growth counterparts, value companies are
less nimble and cannot easily adapt to unfavorable economic environments (Zhang 2005). Others
believe that the value factor’s existence is inextricably linked to investor behavior. For instance,
Barberis and Huang (2001) asserted that investors are less concerned about losses incurred on stocks
that have outperformed recently, because any losses would be attenuated by prior gains. This leads to
a perception that these stocks are less risky, and a lower discount rate is applied to their future cash
flows. Conversely, stocks that have recently underperformed are regarded as riskier and,
consequently, a higher discount rate is applied. This, in turn, can bring about the value premium.
Having established the foundations of the premium, we now turn to consider the characteristics of
typical value strategies. To undertake the analysis, we have assessed the S&P 500 Enhanced Value
Index, which selects the top 100 stocks from the S&P 500, chosen on the basis of the highest average
value score, to be computed using book-value-to-price, earnings-to-price, and sales-to-price ratios.
As expected, the strategy chose stocks that were cheaper than the average stock in the universe, as
evidenced by the prodigious bet toward the book-to-price, revenue-to-price, and earnings-to-price
valuation ratios (see Exhibit 2). Moreover, both the price and the earnings of these stocks tended to be
more volatile than other stocks in the universe and, from this, it can be inferred that these stocks were
riskier, a finding that is similar to what was highlighted by Chen and Zhang (1998). Apart from this,
there appeared to be a perceptible tilt toward small-cap stocks, and academics have argued that value
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stocks can be found more easily from small-cap stocks because such stocks have fallen out of favor
and can be neglected by financial analysts. With respect to sector biases, the S&P 500 Enhanced
Value Index had a relatively high overweight in the financials sector and a comparatively high
underweight in the information technology sector.
In terms of active return, the value portfolio yielded a 2.47% per year active return over the study
period. Risk factors were the largest source of positive return (2.16% per year), with specific stock risks
making an immaterial contribution (0.32% per year). As expected, the positive return came mainly from
different value exposures, but some of it was eroded by high exposures to price and earnings volatility.
Puzzlingly, although the substantial tilt to value measures—notably earnings-to-price and sales-to-price
ratios—added to return, tilt to book-value-to-price measures detracted from return. This is mainly
because this value factor generated a return of -0.70% per year over the period, and an appreciable
bias toward it slashed overall return (see Exhibit 2).
Similar to return, risk—as measured by tracking error—originated from factor exposures, in particular
market beta and the revenue-to-price ratio, which explained 11.15% of the historical tracking error
(8.35% per year) as a result of the strategy’s elevated exposure to this factor. Overall, the various
value measures added 50.25% to active return while accounting for 27.78% of total risk.

2.3 Growth
The growth factor seeks to track benchmark-excess returns by targeting stocks that exhibit signs of
higher-than-average growth, as determined by fundamental measures—notably revenues or earnings.
In general, growth investors seek to make capital gains from appreciating share prices, as opposed to
receiving dividends for income, for instance. This is why growth stocks usually experience greater risk
than value stocks and tend to perform well in bull markets and poorly in bear markets.
Thomas Rowe Price was often known as the father of growth investing. In 1930, he argued that
investors could earn superior returns by investing in well-run companies for which earnings could be
expected to grow faster. This hypothesis is based on his “life cycle” theory of corporations, which held
that companies go through a cycle of growth, maturity, and decline. He felt that the biggest possibility
for gain takes place when the long-term earnings trend of a company is positive, and the best time to
invest is when a company is small, before its shares gain in stature and sell at high price-to-earnings
ratios. More recently, O’Neil (2009) asserted that it is equally important to focus on tangible measures
(e.g., earnings) as well as intangible measures (e.g., a company’s competitive strength in the industry)
when selecting growth stocks. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to underscore that growth and value are
not necessarily antithetical concepts, because growth stocks do not necessarily have to be expensive
and usually are not until they become glamorized and coveted by investors. To avoid this, some
investors prefer to take into account the price before assessing the desirability of growth stocks.
Now that we have established the rationale behind the growth factor, we turn to discuss the
characteristics of typical growth strategies. To do this, we have created a hypothetical portfolio with the
100 highest-growth stocks from the S&P 500 based on their three-year earnings and sales growth
rates.
Exhibit A2.2 shows that typical growth strategies tilted toward companies that experienced high
earnings growth, but that was not the highest exposure. In fact, the highest exposure came from high
turnover. More interestingly, growth companies also seemed to be riskier than the average company in
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the universe, as evidenced by a higher exposure to the price volatility and market risk factors. They
also had a large bet on higher-momentum and lower-capitalization stocks. However, growth
companies did not appear to have been overvalued. In terms of sector bets, growth strategies had a
higher weight in cyclical sectors (e.g., information technology) and a lower weight in defensive sectors
(e.g., consumer staples).
With respect to return, 69.54% of the benchmark-excess return (1.01% per year) could be accredited to
the price appreciation of stocks, rather than exposure to fundamental factors. In relation to
fundamental exposures, momentum added the most to active return, much of which was negated by
high volatility. It is noteworthy that earnings growth made a scant impact during the period. Although
most of the return came from specific stock exposures, they only contributed to 42.80% of the active
risk (6.44% per year). Much of the risk attributable to fundamental exposures came from market beta,
which explained 18.54% of the total risk. Again, earnings growth had an insignificant effect on overall
risk. This suggests that earnings growth on its own may be difficult to target, and even though selection
was based on companies with the highest historical dividend growth, the factor had limited relevance in
explaining both risk and return.
Exhibit A2.2: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Growth

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 with a growth strategy for the S&P 500. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts are
provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

2.4 Low Volatility
The low-volatility factor seeks to reflect the outperformance of stocks with lower-than-average volatility,
and this jars with the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and the assumptions that underlie CAPM,
which state that riskier assets should be rewarded with higher returns. The first authors to examine the
so-called “low-volatility anomaly” were Haugen and Baker (1991), and they demonstrated that lowvolatility stocks in the U.S. outperformed their market-cap-weighted counterparts. Since then, other
practitioners—namely Ang et al. (2009)—have concluded that the low-volatility effect persists in various
global markets and over different time horizons.
One of the most cited explanations for the low-volatility anomaly is that investors tend to make a small
wager with a modest predicted loss in hopes of making a large win, even if the likelihood of a loss is
substantially higher. It has been argued that this pursuit of a binary investment outcome is the reason
why investors buy volatile stocks, as they seek a lottery-type risk/return payoff, and investors
systematically overpay for highly volatile stocks, owing to their somewhat irrational behavior. Besides
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this, Baker et al. (2011) suggested that overweighting low-volatility stocks could lead to a high tracking
error because of their low exposure to market risks, and such tracking errors need to be justified by
sufficient levels of excess return. This has, in turn, become an impediment for institutional investors
that attempt to exploit fully the low-volatility anomaly, because their performance is measured against
specific benchmarks.
In terms of sector exposures, the minimum-variance strategy, owing to stricter sector tilts, deviated less
from the benchmark. In regard to return, the biggest contributors to return were the price volatility,
yield, and value factors, and as for risk, most of it emanated from market beta and small cap, and only
1.94% came from volatility (see Exhibit A2.4).
Exhibit A2.3: Sector Exposure of Simple Low-Volatility and Minimum-Variance Strategies With Respect to the S&P 500
Active Sector Exposures
Simple Low Volatility (%)
Minimum Variance (%)
(With Respect to S&P 500)
Consumer Discretionary
-3.49
0.72
Consumer Staples

7.49

3.67

Energy

-4.50

-0.90

Financials

-0.29

-2.11

Health Care

-4.80

2.64

Industrials

-0.04

-2.45

-14.74

-5.58

Information Technology
Materials

1.61

2.26

Telecommunications

-2.74

-2.18

Utilities

20.65

3.93

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014. The simple low volatility strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index and the minimum
variance strategy is represented by the S&P 500 Minimum Volatility Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is
provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

Exhibit A2.4: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Minimum Variance

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Minimum Volatility Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts are
provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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2.5 Quality
The quality36 factor aims to capture the excess return of “high-quality” companies above the market return,
and although this is a relatively new phenomenon in systematic investments, fundamental analysts have
long adopted this in their stock selection processes. In contrast with the value factor, there is no
universally accepted definition of “quality,” and attempts at defining it have so far been unsatisfyingly
nebulous; from the all-encompassing “characteristics that make a company valuable” (Asness, Frazzini,
and Pedersen 2013) to the more precise, yet contentious, “high and stable profitability and low debt”
(Calvert 2012) definition. For this reason, identifying high-quality companies is invariably a highly
subjective exercise, whether it be conducted by active managers or by quantitative techniques alone.
Although there is a lack of consensus in the definition, there is some agreement in the general attributes of
high-quality companies. In general, these companies should be profitable, cash-generative, competitive,
and transparent, and they should be able to finance growth using sensible capital structures.
Benjamin Graham (1949) was among the first practitioners to make references to quality when he
highlighted the danger of investing in low-quality stocks during times of favorable market conditions. More
recently, other authors, such as Sloan (1996), Dechow et al. (2010), and Kozlov and Petajisto (2013), have
also corroborated the finding that companies with higher earnings qualities tend to produce excess returns,
despite the differences in the way earnings quality is determined. As a result of this diversity, there is little
overarching explanation as to why the quality factor exists. Hunstad (2013) suggests that high-quality
stocks earn a risk premium because of the interaction of risk-averse and risk-seeking investors. Riskaverse investors hold high-quality, more stable stocks because they would like more certainty in their
investment outcomes, whereas risk-seeking investors push up the price of low-quality, more volatile
stocks. Looking at it from a different angle, Bender et al. (2013) contended that well-managed companies
are generally not overleveraged or capitalized. In addition, they increase their earnings steadily, and this
can further reduce their dependency on capital market funding. This, in turn, can support their stock prices
and trigger a positive feedback loop, making them more competitive in the eyes of their investors and
customers.

2.6 Dividend
The dividend-yield factor aims to capture the outperformance of high-dividend-yielding stocks, and,
along with the price-to-earnings and price-to-book ratios, it is one of the most frequently used valuation
ratios. Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979) were the first authors to assert that there is a positive,
non-linear relationship between expected dividend yields and stock returns. Subsequently, Fama and
French (1998) confirmed that dividend yield is a good predictor of long-term returns. Though similar to
other value ratios in the way it is computed, the excess return produced by high-dividend stocks is
frequently ascribed to the different taxation regimes applied to ordinary income and capital gains
(Brennan [1970]), and the compounding effect of dividend reinvestments can also make up the lion
share of the excess return of high-dividend-yielding stocks. However, dividend yield as a factor can be
controversial and has been contested by a number of practitioners, such as Ang and Bekeart (2007),
who affirmed that the explanatory power of dividend yield for excess returns is not statistically relevant.
They also asserted that it should not be relied upon because dividends are a means of conveying to
their stakeholders the future profitability of the company, and therefore they are often smoothed and
manipulated.
36

For a more detailed discussion on quality, see Ung, Luk, Kang (2014).
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In terms of sector tilts, there are significant differences between the three dividend approaches (Exhibit
A2.5a), and along with the different fundamental factor biases inherent in them, this has led to
somewhat different sources of active risk and return. In the case of the dividend-growth strategy, the
majority of the active return (2.67%) came from fundamental factor exposures, although just under 40%
came from stock-specific exposures, which is more significant than most other single-factor strategies
(see Exhibit A2.5b). Of the total return, 40.93% came from price volatility and 28.52% came from
dividend yield. In terms of risk, 65.96% came from fundamental factors, and of that, market beta made
up 27.52%, momentum 4.15%, and price volatility 3.66%.
Exhibit A2.5a: Sector Exposure of Three Different Dividend Strategies
Strategy 1: Dividend-Yield
Strategy

Strategy 2: Dividend-Yield
Strategy With a Quality Filter

Consumer Discretionary

-1.61

-4.41

Strategy 3: DividendGrowth Strategy With a
Quality Filter
3.28

Consumer Staples

-2.48

3.18

10.96

Energy

-3.34

-0.52

-8.72

4.59

-1.26

2.09

-10.00

-7.13

0.60

Active Sector Exposures
(With Respect to the S&P 500)

Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Telecommunications
Utilities

-3.32

-1.42

4.72

-15.14

-15.19

-15.56

3.46

3.79

5.34

2.56

3.84

-2.10

25.27

19.10

-0.62

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. The dividend
yield strategy is constructed by selecting the 100 highest dividend yielding stocks in the S&P 500, the dividend yield strategy with a quality
filter is represented by S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index and the dividend-growth strategy with a quality filter is represented by the
S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats Index. Data from December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index, the S&P MidCap
400, and the S&P SmallCap 600. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects
hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the
inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.

Exhibit A2.5b: Sources of Active Return and Tracking Error of Dividend Growth

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index, the S&P MidCap 400, and the S&P SmallCap 600. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance.
Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with
back-tested performance.
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2.7 Size
The small-size factor was first discovered by Banz (1981), who demonstrated that smaller companies
listed on the New York Stock Exchange delivered higher risk-adjusted returns than larger companies
between 1936 and 1975, and this was later confirmed by Fama and French, who integrated it into their
three-factor model in the 1990s. Other authors found that the small-size premium also existed in other
developed and emerging market countries. Several theories have been put forward to explain this
phenomenon, although they are rather contentious. Some researchers have suggested that the size
premium reflects unobservable risk factors associated with smaller firms, such as information
uncertainty, default risk (Vassalou and Xing 2004), and financial distress (Chan and Chen 1991).
Others believe that the size premium is associated with the behavior of investors, as they tend to chase
lottery-type payoffs and overreact to news (Lakonishok et al.1994).
We now proceed to appraise the sources of risk and return of a typical equal-weight strategy, and as a
case in point, we have reviewed the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. When compared with the S&P 500,
it can be noted that the overwhelming majority of the benchmark-excess return (2.00% per year) came
from stock-specific factors, rather than fundamental factors (see Exhibit A2.6). Of the meager amount
of return that came from factor exposures, most of it was from small size, but this was mostly eroded by
high volatility. Conversely, 79.19% of risk (4.86% per year) came from fundamental tilt, and small cap
by itself contributed to over a third of the total active risk.
Exhibit A2.6: Active Risk and Tracking Error of Small Size

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and Northfield U.S. Fundamental Equity Model. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from
December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts are
provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this
document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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APPENDIX 3
Exhibit A3.1: Factor Performance in Different Market Cycle Phases
Market Cycle
Bull
Bear
Recovery
Bull
Bear
Phase
February
October
December
August 2000February
20032007Period
1994February
2004-October
February
February
August 2000
2003
2007
2004
2009
Duration
68
30
12
44
16
(Months)
S&P 500 Total
Return (per
25.70
-19.90
38.50
10.60
-41.40
Year)
Factor
Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, per Year) (%)
Value
Growth
Quality
Low Volatility
Momentum
Size
Dividend Yield

Recovery

Bull

February
2009February
2010

February
2010December
2014

12

58

53.60

16.20

-4.5

11.8

26.9

4.4

-16.1

84.6

3.5

8.6

-6.2

23.5

3.6

-4.8

7.5

0.5

2.8

13.2

-2.1

2.9

5.8

-1.6

1.9

-10.0

23.1

-6.1

-0.4

15.0

-17.4

0.4

14.3

-10.8

-6.1

2.4

6.1

-21.0

-0.1

-6.36

11.16

16.13

1.40

-2.54

27.20

1.67

-8.8

23.7

28.5

1.8

-13.4

75.2

2.6

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to December 2014 for the S&P 500
Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality Index, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index, and a high-dividend-yield
strategy for the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided for
illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document for
more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance.
Exhibit A3.2: Factor Performance in Each Business Cycle Phase
Business Cycle Phase
Period*
Duration (Months)
S&P 500 Total Return
(per Year) (%)
Factor

Expansion

Contraction

Expansion

Contraction

Expansion

December 1994
–March 2001

March 2001–
November 2001

November 2001–
December 2007

December 2007–
June 2009

December 2007–
December 2014

75

8

73

18

66

18.00

-1.40

6.10

-25.00

18.30

Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, per Year) (%)

Value

4.66

7.19

3.35

-7.45

2.69

Growth

3.70

1.70

3.90

-3.40

1.10

Quality
Low Volatility
Momentum
Size
Dividend Yield

6.80

7.90

3.80

5.00

1.60

-1.70

7.00

3.10

10.40

-0.30

3.88

-6.38

2.44

0.57

-0.87

-1.04

3.38

3.69

2.40

3.03

0.10

12.30

6.80

-5.40

6.50

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices and Bureau of Economic Analysis. Figures based on monthly USD returns. Data from December 1994 to
December 2014 for the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index, the S&P 500 Momentum, the S&P 500 Quality Index, the S&P 500 Enhanced Value
Index, and a high-dividend-yield strategy on the S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Table is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures
at the end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance. Note: NBER
business cycle peak dates are March 2011 and December 2007; NBER cycle trough dates are November 2001 and June 2009.
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Exhibit A3.3: Factor Performance in Each of the Market Cycle Phases
Market Cycle Phase

Bull

Bear

Recovery

Bull

Bear

Recovery

Bull

December
1997–
August
2000

August
2000–
February
2003

February
2003–
February
2004

February
2004–
October
2007

October
2007–
February
2009

February
2009–
February
2010

February
2010–
December
2014

32

30

12

44

16

12

58

19.80

-19.90

53.60

16.20

-6.26

12.33

5.58

1.79

0.39

9.91

1.47

-11.49

12.05

-1.45

1.41

3.80

-8.59

0.93

Equal Weighted

-4.63

11.52

9.04

2.20

-1.24

19.15

1.76

Sharpe Ratio Weighted

-2.90

11.81

8.56

0.84

13.75

-52.93

-2.11

Period
Duration (M)
S&P 500 Total Return
(per Year) (%)
Multi-Factor Strategy
Marginal Risk
Contribution
Minimum Variance

38.50
10.60
-41.40
Excess Return (Versus S&P 500, per Year) (%)

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Bureau of Economic Analysis. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table is provided
for illustrative purposes and reflects hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the end of this document
for more information regarding inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance. Note: NBER business cycle peak dates are
March 2011 and December 2007; NBER cycle trough dates are March 1991, November 2001, and June 2009.
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APPENDIX 4
Weights of different strategies 37
Marginal Risk Contribution

Minimum Variance

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Quality

Low Volatility

Size

Quality

Low Volatility

Size

High Dividend

Momentum

Value

High Dividend

Momentum

Value

Sharpe Ratio Weighted

Equal Weighted
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Quality

Low Volatility

Size

High Dividend

Momentum

Value

Cash

Quality

Low Volatility

Size

High Dividend

Momentum

Value

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data from December 1997 to December 2014. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosures at the
end of this document for more information regarding the inherent limitations associated with back-tested performance
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The weight of each of the strategies cannot exceed 30%, except Sharpe-ratio-weighted strategies where there is no maximum weight.
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PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURES
The S&P 500 Quality was launched on July 8, 2014. The S&P 500 Low Volatility Index was launched on April 4, 2011. The S&P 500 Minimum
Volatility Index was launched on November 9, 2012. The S&P 500 Equal Weight Index was launched on January 8, 2003. The S&P 500
Dividend Aristocrats was launched on May 2, 2005. The S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index was launched on September 17, 2012.
The S&P 500 Momentum was launched on November 18 2014. The S&P 500 Enhanced Value Index was launched on April 27, 2015. The
S&P SmallCap 600 was launched on October 28, 1994. The S&P MidCap 400 was launched on June 19, 1991.All information presented prior
to the launch date is back-tested. Back-tested performance is not actual performance, but is hypothetical. The back-test calculations are
based on the same methodology that was in effect on the launch date. Complete index methodology details are available at www.spdji.com.
S&P Dow Jones Indices defines various dates to assist our clients in providing transparency on their products. The First Value Date is the first
day for which there is a calculated value (either live or back-tested) for a given index. The Base Date is the date at which the Index is set at a
fixed value for calculation purposes. The Launch Date designates the date upon which the values of an index are first considered live; index
values provided for any date or time period prior to the index’s Launch Date are considered back-tested. S&P Dow Jones Indices defines the
Launch Date as the date by which the values of an index are known to have been released to the public, for example via the company’s public
Web site or its datafeed to external parties. For Dow Jones-branded indices introduced prior to May 31, 2013, the Launch Date (which prior to
May 31, 2013, was termed “Date of Introduction”) is set at a date upon which no further changes were permitted to be made to the index
methodology, but that may have been prior to the Index’s public release date.
Past performance of the Index is not an indication of future results. Prospective application of the methodology used to construct the Index
may not result in performance commensurate with the back-test returns shown. The back-test period does not necessarily correspond to the
entire available history of the Index. Please refer to the methodology paper for the Index, available at www.spdji.com for more details about
the index, including the manner in which it is rebalanced, the timing of such rebalancing, criteria for additions and deletions, as well as all
index calculations.
Another limitation of using back-tested information is that the back-tested calculation is generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. Backtested information reflects the application of the index methodology and selection of index constituents in hindsight. No hypothetical record can
completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, there are numerous factors related to the equities (or fixed
income, or commodities) markets in general which cannot be, and have not been accounted for in the preparation of the index information set
forth, all of which can affect actual performance.
The Index returns shown do not represent the results of actual trading of investable assets/securities. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC maintains
the Index and calculates the Index levels and performance shown or discussed, but does not manage actual assets. Index returns do not
reflect payment of any sales charges or fees an investor may pay to purchase the securities underlying the Index or investment funds that are
intended to track the performance of the Index. The imposition of these fees and charges would cause actual and back-tested performance of
the securities/fund to be lower than the Index performance shown. As a simple example, if an index returned 10% on a US $100,000
investment for a 12-month period (or US $10,000) and an actual asset-based fee of 1.5% was imposed at the end of the period on the
investment plus accrued interest (or US $1,650), the net return would be 8.35% (or US $8,350) for the year. Over a three year period, an
annual 1.5% fee taken at year end with an assumed 10% return per year would result in a cumulative gross return of 33.10%, a total fee of US
$5,375, and a cumulative net return of 27.2% (or US $27,200).
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
Copyright © 2016 S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global. All rights reserved. STANDARD & POOR’S, S&P, SPDR, S&P 500,
S&P EUROPE 350, S&P 100, S&P 1000, S&P COMPOSITE 1500, S&P MIDCAP 400, S&P SMALLCAP 600, GIVI, GLOBAL TITANS, S&P
RISK CONTROL INDICES, S&P GLOBAL THEMATIC INDICES, S&P TARGET DATE INDICES, S&P TARGET RISK INDICES, DIVIDEND
ARISTOCRATS, STARS, GICS, HOUSINGVIEWS, INDEX ALERT, INDEXOLOGY, MARKET ATTRIBUTES, PRACTICE ESSENTIALS, S&P
HEALTHCARE MONITOR, SPICE, and SPIVA are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC, a division of S&P
Global (“S&P”). DOW JONES, DJ, DJIA and DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE are registered trademarks of Dow Jones Trademark
Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). These trademarks together with others have been licensed to S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Redistribution,
reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission. This document does not constitute an offer of
services in jurisdictions where S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones, S&P or their respective affiliates (collectively “S&P Dow Jones
Indices”) do not have the necessary licenses. All information provided by S&P Dow Jones Indices is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of
any person, entity or group of persons. S&P Dow Jones Indices receives compensation in connection with licensing its indices to third parties.
Past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through investable instruments
based on that index. S&P Dow Jones Indices does not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any investment fund or other investment
vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an investment return based on the performance of any index. S&P Dow Jones
Indices makes no assurance that investment products based on the index will accurately track index performance or provide positive
investment returns. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not an investment advisor, and S&P Dow Jones Indices makes no representation regarding
the advisability of investing in any such investment fund or other investment vehicle. A decision to invest in any such investment fund or other
investment vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. Prospective investors are advised to
make an investment in any such fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks associated with investing in such funds, as
detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other
investment product or vehicle. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not a tax advisor. A tax advisor should be consulted to evaluate the impact of any
tax-exempt securities on portfolios and the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. Inclusion of a security within an
index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.
Closing prices for S&P Dow Jones Indices’ US benchmark indices are calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices based on the closing price of the
individual constituents of the index as set by their primary exchange. Closing prices are received by S&P Dow Jones Indices from one of its
third party vendors and verified by comparing them with prices from an alternative vendor. The vendors receive the closing price from the
primary exchanges. Real-time intraday prices are calculated similarly without a second verification.
These materials have been prepared solely for informational purposes based upon information generally available to the public and from
sources believed to be reliable. No content contained in these materials (including index data, ratings, credit-related analyses and data,
research, valuations, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (“Content”) may be modified, reverseengineered, reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written
permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices. The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P Dow Jones Indices and
its third-party data providers and licensors (collectively “S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties”) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness,
timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties are not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the cause,
for the results obtained from the use of the Content. THE CONTENT IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. S&P DOW JONES INDICES
PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR
DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT’S FUNCTIONING WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY
SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties be liable to any party for any direct,
indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including,
without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of
such damages.
Credit-related information and other analyses, including ratings, research and valuations are generally provided by licensors and/or affiliates of
S&P Dow Jones Indices, including but not limited to S&P Global’s other divisions such as Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC and S&P
Capital IQ LLC. Any credit-related information and other related analyses and statements in the Content are statements of opinion as of the
date they are expressed and not statements of fact. Any opinion, analyses and rating acknowledgement decisions are not recommendations to
purchase, hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P Dow Jones
Indices does not assume any obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or format. The Content should not be relied on
and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making
investment and other business decisions. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC does not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor. While S&P Dow
Jones Indices has obtained information from sources they believe to be reliable, S&P Dow Jones Indices does not perform an audit or
undertake any duty of due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.
To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued in another jurisdiction for certain
regulatory purposes, S&P Global Ratings Services reserves the right to assign, withdraw or suspend such acknowledgement at any time and in
its sole discretion. S&P Dow Jones Indices, including S&P Global Ratings Services, disclaim any duty whatsoever arising out of the assignment,
withdrawal or suspension of an acknowledgement as well as any liability for any damage alleged to have been suffered on account thereof.
Affiliates of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, including S&P Global Ratings Services, may receive compensation for its ratings and certain creditrelated analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities or from obligors. Such affiliates of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, including
S&P Global Ratings Services, reserve the right to disseminate its opinions and analyses. Public ratings and analyses from S&P Global Ratings
Services are made available on its Web sites, www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com and
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www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription), and may be distributed through other means, including via S&P Global Rating Services publications
and third-party redistributors. Additional information about our ratings fees is available at www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.
S&P Global keeps certain activities of its various divisions and business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence
and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain divisions and business units of S&P Global may have information that is not
available to other business units. S&P Global has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public
information received in connection with each analytical process.
In addition, S&P Dow Jones Indices provides a wide range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, including issuers of securities,
investment advisers, broker-dealers, investment banks, other financial institutions and financial intermediaries, and accordingly may receive
fees or other economic benefits from those organizations, including organizations whose securities or services they may recommend, rate,
include in model portfolios, evaluate or otherwise address.
The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) was developed by and is the exclusive property and a trademark of Standard & Poor’s
and MSCI. Neither MSCI, Standard & Poor’s nor any other party involved in making or compiling any GICS classifications makes any express
or implied warranties or representations with respect to such standard or classification (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all
such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose
with respect to any of such standard or classification. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, Standard & Poor’s, any of
their affiliates or any third party involved in making or compiling any GICS classifications have any liability for any direct, indirect, special,
punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.
TSX is a trademark of TSX, Inc. and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. RAFI is a trademark of Research Affiliates, LLC
and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. CASE-SHILLER is a registered trademark of CoreLogic Case-Shiller, LLC and has
been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. LSTA is a trademark of Loan Syndications and Trading Association, Inc. and has been
licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. VIX is a trademark of Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated and has been licensed for
use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. BVL is a trademark of Bolsa de Valores de Lima S.A. and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones
Indices. VALMER is a trademark of Bolsa Mexicana de Valores, S.A.B. de C.V. and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices.
NZX is a trademark of NZX Limited and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. ISDA is a trademark of the International Swaps
& Derivatives Association, Inc. and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. GSCI is a registered trademark of The Goldman
Sachs Group, Inc. (“Goldman”) and has been licensed for use by S&P Dow Jones Indices. The S&P GSCI index is not created, owned,
endorsed, sponsored, sold or promoted by Goldman or its affiliates and Goldman bears no liability with respect to such index or data related
thereto. Goldman provides no guarantee as to the accuracy and/or the completeness of the S&P GSCI index or any data related thereto.
All trade names, trademarks and service marks, and attendant goodwill, now owned by Citigroup Index LLC or any of its affiliates and used in
connection with the S&P/Citigroup International Treasury Bond (Ex-US) Indices shall remain its or its affiliates’ respective sole property, and all
rights accruing from their use shall inure solely to the benefit of Citigroup Index LLC or any of its affiliates.
IN NO EVENT WHATSOEVER SHALL CITIGROUP INDEX LLC OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES BE LIABLE WITH RESPECT TO SUCH
INDICES FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOST TIME OR GOODWILL, EVEN IF IT THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES, REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY
OR OTHERWISE.
Brookfield Redding, Inc. and/or its affiliates (including but not limited to Brookfield Asset Management Inc., collectively “Co-Publisher”) own
certain intellectual property rights with respect to the Dow Jones Brookfield Infrastructure Indexes, which rights have been licensed to S&P for
use.
SAM Indexes Gmbh and/or its successors or affiliates (collectively, “SAM”) own certain intellectual property rights with respect to the Dow
Jones Sustainability Indexes, which rights have been licensed to S&P for use.
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